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FROM THE CHAIRMAN 
Welcome to the February 2022 issue of Elite 
Soccer. This month we have five attacking sessions 
written especially for us by some of the best 
managers and coaches in British football. 

We begin this issue with an interesting training 
session designed to help a team’s creativity in the 
final third. It’s a session that has been written for 
us by Aston Villa’s Steven Gerrard, who is widely 
regarded as one of the brightest young coaches in 
the Premier League. It looks to provide opportunities 
for players to create goal-scoring chances with runs 
in behind, inventive combination play, good crossing 
and finishing, and shots from distance.

We’re also pleased to have a training session 
from Cardiff City manager Steve Morison that aims 
to get teams switching play beyond the last line of 
defence in wide areas.

Sunderland manager Lee Johnson has shared 
a series of activities aimed at working on 
decision making in the final third. It’s a session 
that teaches players how to recognise the best 

opportunities for playing through, over or around 
the opposition’s defence.

We also have a session from former Rotherham 
United academy manager, Tony Morton. It is all 
about finding support positions to encourage 
combination play and to change the point of attack.

I hope you find that this month’s Elite Soccer will 
be of use in your coaching in the weeks ahead and 
please let us know how you get on when you run 
the sessions. We will return next month with five 
more training plans to help develop your team.
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“We have a session written for
us by one of the brightest young
coaches in the Premier League, 
Aston Villa manager Steven Gerrard”
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After a stellar playing career as a central 
midfielder for Liverpool and the England 
national team, Steven Gerrard began his 
coaching career in 2017 as a youth coach at 
Liverpool’s academy. 

After a spell working with Liverpool’s U18s and 
U19s, in 2018 Gerrard was appointed manager 
of Scottish Premiership club, Rangers. After 
gradually turning around the form the team, 
Gerrard led Rangers through a record-breaking 
season in 2020-21, claiming back-to-back 
derby wins over rivals Celtic and topping their 
Europa League group. He also led Rangers to the 
Scottish Premiership title without losing a single 
league match, achieving the club’s first league 
title in 10 years

For this achievement he was voted SFWA 
Manager of the Year, PFA Scotland Manager of 
the Year and SPFL Premiership Manager of the 
Year. He was also honoured with an LMA Special 
Achievement Award.

In November 2021, Gerrard was appointed as 
head coach at Premier League club Aston Villa.

MANAGER PROFILE 

STEVEN GERRARD 
ASTON VILLA

“If a team can use a variation 
of these attacking methods on 
a match day, they’ll be hard to 
defend against”

SESSION 

CREATIVITY IN  
THE FINAL THIRD
This session is designed to help a team’s 
creativity in the final third. It looks to 
provide opportunities for the players to 
create goal-scoring chances with runs in 
behind, combination play, crossing and 
finishing, individualism and shots from 
distance. If a team can use a variation 
of these attacking methods on a match 
day, they’ll be hard to defend against. 

The ‘three backlines’ element of the 
session places a significant emphasis on 
the creativity and decision making of the 
attacking units.

When looking to develop a team’s 
creativity it is important that we expose 
them to different game scenarios and 
allow them to explore the situations 
and find the correct solution. With one 
block against a high line the solutions 
appear clear, however as time and space 
condenses the decision-making process 
becomes more pressured. 

This is a session that can be run on a 
weekly basis and works well as unit work 
with attack and defence competing.

4
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We set up a playing area of 30x10 yards made up of 
three connected  10x10-yard boxes, with four small 
target goals positioned on the outside corners of the 
central box, as shown.

We’re using 13 outfield players split into a red 
possession team of eight and a blue defending team 
of five. In one end box the reds have a 4v2 overload, 
while they’re evenly matched with a 1v1 in the central 
box and have a 3v2 overload in the other end box. The 
aim for the reds is to work the ball from one end zone 
to the other and back again.

BREAKING LINES POSSESSION

[1a]

STEVEN GERRARD
CREATIVITY IN  
THE FINAL THIRD

The coach begins play by serving a ball to the 
reds in the box where they have the 4v2 possession 
advantage. After the reds make four consecutive 
passes in that box, the ball can be passed or dribbled 
into the middle box where a 2v1 situation is created (if 
the ball is passed, one red should follow the ball into 
the central box). 

The two reds in the central box then combine to 
progress the play into the opposite end box, as shown 
[1a], and one red from the middle box follows the ball 
into the end zone to create a new 4v2 situation. 

1a

1b

2a

2b

2d

2c

2e
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10

Area:  
Up to 54x44 yards
Equipment:  
Balls, bibs, cones,  
4 small target goals,  
1 full size goal

Number of Players:  
Up to 14 players  
+1 goalkeeper
Session time:  
Breaking Lines Possession: 
15mins
Three Backlines: 15mins

Set-up

 
Ball movement 
Player movement
Dribble
Optional movement

KEY 

The coach starts play 
by passing the ball into 
the zone where the red 
possession team has a 
4v2 overload 

After making four 
consecutive passes in the 
end zone, the ball can 
be passed or dribbled 
into the middle zone 

One red player follows the 
ball into the middle zone, 
creating a 2v1 situation

The two reds combine in 
the middle zone to work the 
play into the opposite end 
zone. One red player follows 
the ball, creating a 4v2 in 
the end zone

4 1 2
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1a

1b

2a

2b

2d

2c

2e
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“We want to see players keeping possession with good quality passing 
and receiving, and by using good movement to create angles”

[1b]

STEVEN GERRARD 
CREATIVITY IN THE FINAL THIRD

After making four consecutive passes, the reds 
can begin to work the ball back in the opposite 
direction in the same manner as before. The practice 
is continuous working from end to end, but if the 
defending teams wins the ball at anytime (or in any 
zone), they must try to score in one of the four mini 
goals as quickly as possible, as shown [1b].  

We want to see players keeping possession with 
good quality passing and receiving, and by using 
good movement to create angles. We also want to 
see players using the five ways to combine: making 
overlap runs, underlap runs, using give and go passing, 
takeovers, and ‘jacks’ (players allowing the ball to run 
through their legs).

The practice is continuous from 
end to end and back. The reds 
use their 4v2 overload to make 
four passes again before moving 
the ball back through the zones 
in the opposite direction

Here the red player doesn’t 
follow the ball into the end 
zone in time, giving the 
blues the opportunity to 
capitalise on the mistake

If the blue defending team 
wins the ball at anytime in 
any zone, they must try to 
score in one of the four mini 
goals as quickly as possible

As before, one of the red 
possession players follows 
the ball into the next zone to 
keep the team’s overload in 
each box where the ball is

1 3

2 4
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1a
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2d

2c

2e
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STEVEN GERRARD 
CREATIVITY IN THE FINAL THIRD

THREE BACKLINES

[2a]

“In both 
exercises, we 
encourage the 
players to take 
risks. We want 

them to be 
creative”

We set up a playing area on half a pitch with a goal and 
a goalkeeper in their normal positions at one end and 
four small target goals at the other end. The playing 
area is split into three zones of 18 yards in length and 
it is coned off to the width of the penalty area. As the 
activity progresses the playing area gets shorter in 
length and the mini goals move up a third at a time.

We’re using 14 outfield players split into six reds 
who are attacking the main goal, six blues who are 
defending, and two yellow full backs who support the 
play of the attackers from outside the playing area.

We run this activity in three blocks, with each block 
lasting five minutes and with an option for the final 
block inside the penalty area to be split into two 

1a

1b

2a

2b

2d

2c

2e
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10
Block 1 is played in 
the bottom third. 
The reds attackers 
are set up with 
three midfielders 
and three forwards, 
while the blues are 
the defending team 
and have a back four 
and two defensive 
midfielders

The reds can use 
either of the yellow 
full backs to support 
play from the outside

The reds combine in the 
bottom third to create the 
chance to get in behind the 
blue backline with through 
passes and forward runs 
into the middle third

Once a red attacker 
is played through, 
they dribble towards 
goal to finish past 
the keeper. Two other 
reds can support the 
breakout attack

As a progression, 
allow one or two blue 
defenders to make 
recovery runs out of 
the bottom third to 
defend against the 
red breakout

5

4

3

1

If the blue defending 
team wins the ball, 
they aim to score in 
one of the four mini 
goals as quickly as 
possible

If the red attacking 
team lose possession, 
they must now 
counter-press to win 
the ball back 

1

2

[2b]

2
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[2c]

[2d]

STEVEN GERRARD 
CREATIVITY IN THE FINAL THIRD

smaller blocks of two minutes and 30 seconds each 
because of the intensity of the play.

Block 1 is played in the zone furthest away from 
the main goal. The red attacking team is set up with 
three midfielders and three forwards, while the blue 
defending team is set up with a back four and two 
defensive midfielders.

The coach starts play by serving the ball into the 
attacking team and they combine using quick passing 
and movement to get in behind the backline with 

through passes and forward runs from the bottom 
third. Once an attacker has broken out of the red 
team’s defensive third and is played through, they 
can dribble with the ball towards the goal and finish 
past the keeper. They can also be supported in their 
breakout by two other red attackers, as shown [2a]. 

If the defending team wins the ball, they aim to 
score in one of the four mini goals as quickly as 
possible – the red attacking team must then counter-
press to win the ball back, as shown [2b].

Block 2 is now 
played in the 
middle zone 
using the same 
principle as 
used in block 1 

The attacking 
players are 
now looking 
for ways to 
combine and 
enter the 
penalty area to 
score but they 
can also decide 
to shoot from 
distance from 
outside the box

In block 2, 
the yellow 
full backs still 
support play 
but now they 
can receive the 
ball to produce 
crosses into 
the penalty box 

1

1

2
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1a
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2d

2c

2e
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[2e]

STEVEN GERRARD 
CREATIVITY IN THE FINAL THIRD

To add an extra challenge, as a progression we allow 
one or two blue defenders to make recovery runs and 
try to prevent the red attackers from scoring once 
they get in behind the backline. As a final progression, 
we allow all the blue defending players to recover to 
defend against the attack. 

Block 2 is now played in the central zone. We reduce 
the length of the playing area, just using the top two 
thirds of the original area and we move the four target 
goals up as shown. The activity is now repeated in 
this new area using the same principles as we used in 
block 1. The attacking team are now looking for ways to 
combine and enter the penalty area to score, as shown 

[2c]. However, they can also decide to shoot from 
distance from outside the box. The supporting yellow 
full backs on either side can also now receive the ball 
to produce crosses into the penalty box, as shown [2d].

Block 3 is played in the penalty area. We again 
reduce the length of the playing area, now just using 
the penalty area and we move the four target goals to 
the edge of the area, as shown. The same aims and 
principles apply for both the attacking and defending 
teams. The attacking team are looking to make quick 
combinations and clever and creative finishes, while 
the yellow full backs still offer the option of crossing 
support from the sides, as shown [2e].

COACHING POINTS
What are the key things to look for?
Key questions that we want to see players asking 
themselves during this session include: Is there 
space to attack in behind? Is there space to get into 
wide crossing positions? When is a good moment 
to shoot from distance? And how positive are our 
reactions to transition?

In both exercises, we encourage the players to 

take risks. We want them to be creative and also to 
recognise that if there is a turnover of possession, 
they should remain positive and counter-press 
quickly and aggressively in transition.

How would I put this in a game situation?
With both practices offering direction, opposition, 
and transition options for defenders, they are 
already very game-like. However, we could finish the 
session with a game and use it to check what the 
players have learnt from the session.

Block 3 is now run inside the 
penalty area. The same aims 
and principles apply for both the 
attacking and defending teams

The red attacking team are looking for quick 
combinations and clever and creative finishes

Alternatively, the reds could 
decide to attack using the 
support of crosses from 
the yellow full backs

1

2

3
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Steve Morison enjoyed a successful playing 
career as a striker for numerous Football 
League and Football Conference clubs, including 
Northampton Town, Stevenage Borough, Millwall 
and Leeds United. He also played in the Premier 
League for two seasons with Norwich City.

His career highlights include scoring the 
winning goal in the 2007 FA Trophy Final, the 
first competitive cup final to be held at the 
new Wembley Stadium, and he also scored the 
winning goal in the 2017 EFL League One Play-
off Final to help Millwall achieve promotion back 
into the Championship.

Morison earned his first coaching badges 
during his playing career and, after hanging up 
his boots in 2019, he began coaching at the 
academies of former clubs Northampton Town 
and Millwall.

He was appointed as the lead coach of the 
Cardiff City U23 team in 2020 and the following 
year he was placed in temporary charge of the 
first-team, before being appointed manager of 
the Championship club on a permanent basis in 
November 2021.

MANAGER PROFILE 

STEVE MORISON
CARDIFF CITY

“These activities encourage 
repetition of the focus 
principle of switching play, 
while maintaining a high level 
of intensity, both with and 
without the ball”

SESSION 

SWITCHING PLAY
This session is all about switching 
play, particularly when we are trying to 
encourage players to use the switch to 
get beyond the last line of defence in 
wide areas.

I like this session because the 
Possession activity and the Six Goal 
Game both encourage repetition of the 
focus principle of switching play, while 
maintaining a high level of intensity 
– with and without the ball. In the 
Possession activity, the players can 
score either by maintaining the ball for 
eight passes or by switching play, while 
in the Six Goal Game switching play will 
help players to score in the mini goals. 
Both exercises will test the decision 
making of the players and offer them 
various ways to be successful.

Typically we would run the Possession 
activity within a restart session 
on MD+2, because the design and 
conditions of the practice allows for a 
player-led session rather than a coach-
led session, which is important on this 
particular day. We would also tend to 
use the Six Goal Game on this day to 
manage the intensity and load. 

On a MD-4/MD+3 we would progress 
to the Small-Sided Game, as this will 
provide higher intensity and work load.

10
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We set up a playing area of 50x40 yards with 5x5-yard 
boxes marked in each corner. We’re using 18 outfield 
players split into a red team of eight and a blue team 
of eight, plus two yellow floaters who play for the 
team in possession. 

The red and the blue teams each have two target 
players in diagonally opposite corner boxes and the aim 

SWITCHING PLAY POSSESSION

[1a]

STEVE MORISON
SWITCHING PLAY

“We want to see players demonstrating 
positional awareness and discipline to provide 

the structure for a switch of play”

for the team in possession is to score a point by keeping 
hold of the ball while switching it from one corner target 
player to the opposite corner target player. By using the 
help of the two yellow floaters, the possession team 
have an 8v6 overload in the main area, as shown [1a].

The possession team can also score a point 
by making eight consecutive passes. To give the 

1a

1b

1c

2a

2b

3a

3b

Offside Line

Offside Line

Offside Line

Offside Line

40

30

55

5

5

Area:  
Up to full pitch
Equipment:  
Balls, bibs, cones,  
4 mannequins or poles,  
6 small target goals,  
2 full size goals

Number of Players:  
18 players + 2 goalkeepers
Session time:  
Switching play possession: 
10mins
Six goal game: 12mins
Small-sided game: 20mins

Set-up

 
Ball movement 
Player movement
Dribble
Optional movement

KEY 
Play starts with a pass into the main 
area from the one of the corner 
target players to a team mate

The aim for the red team 
in possession is to score 
a point by switching the 
ball from one red corner 
target player to the 
diagonally opposite red 
corner target player

The two yellow 
floaters play 
for the team 
in possession, 
here giving the 
reds an 8v6 
overload in the 
main areaThe opposition 

blues press 
and try to gain 
possession of 
the ball

4

1

2

3
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1a

1b

1c

2a

2b

3a

3b
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Offside Line

Offside Line
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1a

1b

1c

2a

2b

3a

3b

Offside Line

Offside Line

Offside Line

Offside Line
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30

55

5

5

[1b]

[1c]

STEVE MORISON 
SWITCHING PLAY

possession team an additional numerical advantage, 
the target players can step out of their corner boxes 
with the ball to give the possession team a greater 
overload in the main area, as shown [1b]. 

If the opposition team wins the ball, they 
become the new possession team and they 
can score points either by transferring the ball 
from one corner target player to the other, or by 

making eight consecutive passes, as shown [1c]. 
To keep the ball they can now use the help of the 
two yellow floaters in the middle to create an 
overload situation.

We can progress the activity by limiting the 
possession team to two or three touches. Typically 
we would run this activity for three blocks of three 
minutes, with 30 seconds’ rest between blocks. 

The red team in 
possession can 
also score a point 
by making eight 
consecutive passes 

The red corner 
target players 
can step out of 
their boxes and 
into the main 
area to give 
the possession 
team a bigger 
overload in the 
main area

If the blues win 
the ball, they 
become the 
new possession 
team and can 
score points 
by transferring 
the ball from 
one blue corner 
player to the 
other, or by 
making eight 
consecutive 
passes

The two yellow floaters in the middle now 
play for the blues, helping to give the blue 
team an overload in the main area

2

1

1

2
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1b

1c

2a

2b

3a

3b

Offside Line

Offside Line

Offside Line

Offside Line
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30

55

5

5

STEVE MORISON 
SWITCHING PLAY

SIX GOAL GAME

[2a]

[2b]

We set up a playing area between the 18-yard line and 
the halfway line of a pitch, coning it off to a width 
of approximately 60 yards. The area is divided into 
thirds, creating an offside line into each end zone. We 
position three small goals and one goalkeeper in the 
scoring zone at each end. 

We’re again using 18 outfield players split into a 
red team of eight and a blue team of eight, plus two 
yellow floaters who play for the team in possession. 
The floaters can only function in the middle third and 
should help to build play. 

Both teams are set up in a 3-4-1 formation and 
each team attacks the three goals at one end and 
defends the three goals at the other end.

Play starts with a pass from the goalkeeper of the 
red possession team to one of the defenders. The reds 
should build an attack through the thirds and they must 
try to score in one of the three small goals at the end 
they are attacking. The opposition defenders are initially 
not allowed to track back past the offside line into the 
final third and only their goalkeeper can try and prevent 
the attackers from scoring once the team in possession 
has entered the scoring zone, as shown [2a]. 

Once the ball is dead, play always restarts from a 
goalkeeper. We can progress the activity by allowing 
one or two players from the defending team to make 
recovery runs into their defensive third to try to stop 
the attackers scoring, but they can only enter the zone 
once the ball has been played in, as shown [2b].

We would play this activity for two blocks of five 
minutes or three blocks of four minutes.

Play starts with a pass out from 
the red goalkeeper. Both teams are 
set up in a 3-4-1 formation and the 
red possession team should build 
attacks through the zones

The yellow floaters play for the 
team in possession but they can 
only operate in the middle third

The blue opposition defenders 
are not allowed to track back into 
their defensive third. Only their 
goalkeeper can prevent the red 
attackers scoring once the ball has 
entered the scoring zone

Once the ball is dead, play 
restarts from the goalkeeper 

Progress the 
activity by allowing 
one or two players 
from the defending 
team to make 
recovery runs into 
their defensive 
zone. But they can 
only enter the zone 
once the ball has 
been played into it

1

2

1

2

3
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1a

1b

1c

2a

2b

3a

3b

Offside Line

Offside Line

Offside Line

Offside Line

40

30

55

5

5

SMALL-SIDED GAME

[3a]

STEVE MORISON 
SWITCHING PLAY

We set up a playing area between the ‘D’ of each 
penalty area with a full size goal and a goalkeeper at 
each end. The playing area is coned off to a width of 
approximately 50 yards and split into two end zones 
separated by a larger midfield zone. A mannequin is 
positioned at either end of each offside line to the 
side of the playing area. 

We’re again using 18 outfield players split into a 
red team of eight and a blue team of eight, plus two 
yellow floaters who play for the team in possession 
and who support the play from the wide channels 

outside the main area. Each team is set-up in a 3-3-2 
formation (with the floaters replicating a 3-5-2).

Play starts with a pass out from the goalkeeper 
and the possession team must build an attack from 
the back, playing through the zones. The two yellow 
wide players act as ‘build players’ on the sides of the 
middle zone and they are expected to produce quick 
deliveries into scoring zone, as shown [3a]. 

If the yellow wide player receives the ball between the 
two mannequins (to the side of the central zone), they 
can play two-touch, but if they receive the ball beyond 

“There is a focus in this session on switching play, but we don’t want the 
players turning down good opportunities to play forward”

Play starts with a pass out from the keeper 
and the possession team must build an attack 
from the back, playing through the zones. Each 
team is set-up in a 3-3-2 formation

If the wide 
yellow floaters 
receive the ball 
between the 
mannequins, 
they can play 
two-touch and 
should make 
quick deliveries 
into the scoring 
zone

To begin with the opposition 
defenders cannot drop back 
into the end zone to defend 
against the attack

The yellow 
floaters play 
for the team 
in possession 
from the wide 
channels 

2

1

3

4
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[3b]

STEVE MORISON 
SWITCHING PLAY

the mannequin (to the side of the scoring zone), then 
they have one touch to create a goal scoring opportunity.

To begin with the opposition defenders cannot 
drop back into the end zone to defend against the 
attack, leaving the keeper as the only player on the 

defending team able to stop the attackers scoring. 
As a progression we allow the opposition defenders 
to make recovery runs into the end zone once the 
ball has entered the zone, as shown [3b]. We would 
play this for three blocks of six minutes.

COACHING POINTS
What are the key things to look for?
Technically, we want to see players receiving on 
the back foot, using no touch turns, scanning and 
demonstrating awareness. 

Tactically, we want to see players demonstrating 
positional awareness and discipline to provide the 
structure for a switch of play. We also want to see the 
right players making the run beyond the defensive line.

Defensively, we want to see players locking the 
opponents down on one side of the pitch and 
regaining the ball with a clean transition (by an 

interception or a tackle). They should then look to 
launch a counter-attack.

What are the typical mistakes players might 
make and how do I avoid them?
Tactically, players need to show the discipline to 
maintain good distances across the pitch to allow 
for a structure to switch.

We want to see that players are capable of 
recognising when to switch play and when to break 
lines. Although there is a focus in this session on 
switching play, we don’t want the players turning 
down good opportunities to play forward beyond 
either the midfield or the last line.

1a

1b

1c

2a

2b

3a

3b

Offside Line

Offside Line

Offside Line

Offside Line

40

30

55

5

5

Play always 
restarts from a 
goalkeeper

If the yellow wide players receive the ball 
beyond the mannequin (to the side of the 
scoring zone), they are allowed just one 
touch to create a goal-scoring opportunity

As a progression, allow the 
opposition defenders to make 
recovery runs into the end zone 
once the ball has entered the zone

1

2 3
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Lee Johnson’s playing career took in promotions 
at Yeovil Town and Bristol City. He retired after a 
spell in the SPL with Kilmarnock, where he won 
the Scottish League Cup in 2012.

Following in the footsteps of his father, former 
Bristol City and Peterborough United manager 
Gary Johnson, Lee turned to coaching in March 
2013 when he was appointed manager of League 
One side, Oldham Athletic. He was just 31, 
making him the youngest manager in English 
football at the time. In his first weeks in the job, 
he lifted the club out of the relegation zone and 
saved Oldham from the drop.

After a subsequent spell in charge of League 
One club Barnsley, and having built a reputation 
as one of the best up and coming young 
managers in the country, in February 2016 
Johnson stepped up to the Championship to 
manage his former club Bristol City. He led City 
to the semi-finals of the 2017–18 League Cup, 
beating several Premier League clubs along the 
way, including Manchester United. 

In December 2020, Johnson was appointed 
manager of Sunderland and in his first season in 
charge he helped the club to victory in the final 
of EFL Trophy.

MANAGER PROFILE 

LEE JOHNSON 
SUNDERLAND

“There is no perfect answer 
to the questions we pose the 
players, but they have the 
freedom to be creative within 
the constraints of the session”

SESSION 

DECISION MAKING IN 
THE FINAL THIRD
This session is all about recognising the 
best opportunities for playing through, 
over or around the opposition’s 
defence. For example, running this 
session helps players to work out the 
best attacking options for the team, 
whether that is passing direct into 
the striker or playing an early ball out 
wide for a quick cross because the 
opposition’s back line is dropping.

There is no perfect answer to the 
questions we pose the players, but 
they have the freedom to be creative 
and play what they see within the 
constraints of the session. 

As the session develops, I increase 
the difficulty and realism by adding 
opposition full backs and I try to 
motivate the defensive team by giving 
them the opportunity to counter-attack. 
To keep their interest high, I keep track 
of the score to motivate them further.  

I would run this every two weeks, 
usually on a Tuesday or a Wednesday 
as the physical output is demanding 
because the session can have wave 
after wave of attacks. However, I would 
run the opening technical part of the 
session more often as this is physically 
less demanding.

16
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1a

1b

1c

1d

EDITED

We set up on the final third of the pitch with a goal 
and a goalkeeper in their usual positions. We place five 
mannequins outside the penalty area as shown. We’re 
using eight outfield players, positioned as shown, 
with four working down the right side of the pitch and 
four working down the left side. We begin by running 
a series of attacks down the right side of the pitch, 
utilising the four players on that side.

TECHNICAL PRACTICE

[1a]

LEE JOHNSON
DECISION MAKING  
IN THE FINAL THIRD

Attack 1 starts with the number 6 on the ball who 
passes into number 8. The number 8 turns and passes 
forward into the number 9, who sets the ball off with 
one touch for the number 8. He plays a through ball 
in behind the mannequin (that acts as a defending full 
back) for the forward run of number 7. The number 
7 delivers the ball into the box for the number 9 to 
finish, ideally with one touch only, as shown [1a]. 

Area:  
Up to half a pitch
Equipment:  
Balls, bibs, cones,  
5 mannequins, 2 small 
target goals, 1 full size goal

Number of Players:  
Up to 16 players  
+ 1 goalkeeper
Session time:  
Technical practice: 15mins
Opposed practice: 20mins

Set-up

 
Ball movement 
Player movement
Dribble
Optional movement

KEY 

Attack 1 starts with the red number 6 who passes 
into number 8. The number 8 turns and passes 
forward into the number 9, who sets the ball with 
one touch back to the number 8

The number 8 
plays a through 
ball in behind 
the mannequin 
for the forward 
run of the 
number 7

The number 7 delivers 
the ball into the box for 
the number 9 to finish 
with one touch

1

2

3
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1a

1b

1c

1d

EDITED

1a

1b

1c

1d

EDITED

[1b]

[1c]

LEE JOHNSON 
DECISION MAKING IN THE FINAL THIRD

Attack 2 starts with the number 6, who bounces the 
ball off the number 8. The number 6 then plays into 
the number 9 who sets for the number 8 to receive. 
The number 8 then drives forward with the ball and 
takes a shot at goal, while the number 9 makes a back 
post run, as shown [1b].

Attack 3 starts with the number 6 playing directly 
out wide for the number 7, who has dropped to 
receive the ball. The number 7 receives and aims to 
play a longer ball into the POMO (position of maximum 
opportunity) area of the penalty box for the number 9 
to finish with a shot on goal, as shown [1c].

Attack 2 starts with the 
number 6 who bounces 
the ball off number 8. 
The number 6 then plays 
into number 9

The number 
9 sets for the 
number 8 to 
receive

The number 8 
drives forward 
and takes a 
shot at goal

Attack 3 
starts with 
the number 
6 playing 
directly out 
wide for 
number 7 who 
has dropped 
to receive 
the ball 

The number 
7 receives 
and aims to 
play a longer 
ball into the 
POMO area in 
the box for 
the number 9 
to finish 

1

2

1

2

3
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1a

1b

1c

1d

EDITED

LEE JOHNSON 
DECISION MAKING IN THE FINAL THIRD

[1d]

Attack 4 starts with the number 6 passing the ball 
into number 8, who has made a movement behind the 
mannequin to receive centrally. The number 8 turns 
and drives across field with the ball before releasing 
a through pass for the forward run of number 7, who 
makes a blind side run either in behind or across the 
face of the mannequin full back. The number 7 finishes 
the attack with a shot on goal, as shown [1d].

After alternating the first four attacks down 
different sides of the pitch for seven minutes, we 
would then switch players onto the other side of the 
pitch and repeat all four attacks on both sides for 
another seven minutes. This would allow wingers the 
opportunity to be inverted and to finish with their 
stronger foot. We would spend 10-15 minutes on this 
tecnical part of the session.

“After running the first four attacks down the right side of the 
pitch, we would then run all four attacks on the left”

Attack 4 starts with number 6 
who plays the ball into number 
8 who has made a movement 
behind the mannequin to 
receive centrally

The number 8 turns and 
drives across field with 
the ball before releasing a 
through pass for the forward 
run of the number 7

The number 7 has made a 
blind side run either in behind 
or across the face of the 
mannequin to receive and 
finishes with a shot on goal

Repeat all four 
attacks on the other 
side with the blues

4

1 2

3
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OPPOSED PRACTICE

[2a]

[2b]

LEE JOHNSON 
DECISION MAKING IN THE FINAL THIRD

We set up on half a pitch with a goal and a goalkeeper 
in their usual positions at one end and two small 
target goals at the other end. Two mannequins are 
positioned as shown, representing defending full 
backs. Zones are marked on the pitch with flat cones 
and their importance is explained to the players.

We begin by using 14 outfield players split into a red 
attacking team of 9 and a blue defending team of 5, set 
up as shown [2a], with the reds enjoying a 4v3 midfield 
overload in the combination play zone. They also have a 
striker breaking out of the combination zone and going 
up against two blue central defenders in front of goal, 
plus a wide player in each pocket and an overlapping 

full back on each flank, ready to attack or cover.
The aim for the red team is to attack by employing 

similar patterns to those rehearsed in the technical 
practice and using good decision-making to decide on 
the best pattern to use. If the blues win the ball at 
any point during an attack, they must counter-attack 
one of the two mini goals as quickly as possible. The 
red attacking team can counter-press immediately 
on losing possession with the aim of winning the ball 
back – and if they succeed, they continue to attack 
using one of the various rehearsed combinations.

The coach starts play by passing the ball into the 
red team in the central area. To begin with, we are 

The aim for 
the red team 
is to attack 
the main goal 
by employing 
similar 
patterns to 
those used in 
the technical 
practice

The aim for 
the blues is to 
try to win the 
ball back and 
if they succeed 
they must 
counter-attack 
one of the two 
mini goals 

The coach 
plays the ball 
into the central 
area to start 
the practice

Initially the reds 
have to make five 
consecutive passes in 
the central zone in a 
4v3 before employing 
the best attacking 
pattern for the 
situation

The red number 9 and 
10 attack the central 
zone in front of the 
goal but it’s the left 
winger who makes a 
back post run to finish 
from the cross 

The number 
7 begins by 
coming inside 
into the pocket 
to receive and 
then passes 
forward to the 
overlapping 
full back who 
receives here 
and crosses 

The two blue centre 
backs can recover and 
defend against the cross 

2

4

1

3

5

1

2
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[2c]

[2d]

LEE JOHNSON 
DECISION MAKING IN THE FINAL THIRD

looking for the red attacking team to keep possession 
in the midfield and then break out and score. 

To encourage this we initially ask the reds to make 
five consecutive passes in the central zone in a 4v3 
situation before being allowed to play the ball out 
wide. In this first example, the wide player (number 
7) has moved inside into the pocket to receive the 
breakout pass and then plays it to the overlapping full 
back, who receives the ball in the early cross zone 
and crosses into the penalty area. The number 9 and 
number 10 attack the central zone in front of the goal, 
but it’s the left winger who makes a back post run to 
finish from the cross, which can be defended by the 
two blue centre backs, as shown [2b].

To progress the activity, we remove the five-pass 
rule. With this change, the coach starts play by 
passing to the deep lying midfielder (the number 6). On 
receiving the ball, the number 6 can switch the play 
directly to the wide players. In this example the wide 
player (number 11) makes a wide movement to receive 
the ball in the early crossing zone. The wide player then 
delivers an early cross for the red numbers 7, 8, 9 and 
10 to attack in the key areas in front of goal and one 
finishes the move with a shot, as shown [2c].

Alternatively, the reds can build an attack using 
combination play through the central zone using the 
number 9 who has a free first touch before the blue 
defenders are able to press him. As the aim is to 

The five-pass 
rule is removed 
and the coach 
starts play by 
serving to the 
red number 6 

When the winger 
goes wide, the 
full back goes 
inside to pick 
up any poor 
clearances to 
keep the attack 
alive if necessary

The red numbers 
8, 9, 10 and 11 
attack the key 
areas in front of 
goal but it’s the 
number 11 who 
makes this back 
post run to finish 
with a shot on 
target

The red number 6 sees 
the best attacking 
option to be a switch 
of play to the number 
11 who has made a 
run to receive in the 
early crossing zone

The red numbers 
8, 9 and 10 and 
the right winger, 
attack the key 
areas in front 
of goal and one 
finishes with a 
shot. A defender 
can track the red 
number 8, giving 
the attackers a 
4v3 overload

This time the number 6 initiates an 
attack employing combination play 
to get through the central zone

The number 9 
has a free first 
touch before 
the blues can 
press him and 
he sets the 
number 10 for a 
pass out wide

The number 
7 has made a 
run in behind 
the mannequin 
to receive and 
crosses first 
time from the 
upgrade zone

1

4

2

3

3

1

2
4
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[2e]

LEE JOHNSON 
DECISION MAKING IN THE FINAL THIRD

produce similar patterns to the technical practice, in 
this example we show a possible set from the number 
9 to the number 10, who plays the ball out wide and in 
behind the mannequin that represents a defending full 
back. The right winger then aims to produce a one-
touch cross from the upgrade zone. The red numbers 
8, 9 and 10 attack key areas but in front of goal but 
it’s the left winger that makes a back post run and 
finishes with a shot on goal, as shown [2d]. 

In the fourth attacking example, the number 6 
passes into the central zone, where combination play 

takes place. A pass is then played into the pocket for 
a wide player, who has moved inside to receive. The 
wide player can then combine with the number 9 or 
the number 10 to get in behind the last defensive line, 
using a possible one-two combination, as shown [2e].

As a progression, in the fifth attacking example we 
remove the mannequins and we now add full backs to 
the blue defending team to offer a tougher challenge 
to the red attackers. The reds combine to work the 
ball through the central zone before the number 8 
plays into the number 10, who turns and plays a pass 

Progress the 
practice by 
replacing the 
two mannequins 
with two blue 
defending 
full backs 

1

In this example combination 
play takes place in the 
central zone before a pass 
is played into the pocket 
to a wide player who has 
moved inside to receive 

The wide player 
combines with 
the number 9 
using a one-
two to get in 
behind the last 
defensive line 

The wide player 
dribbles into the 
upgrade zone 
and crosses for 
the number 10 to 
finish first time

In this example the number 
8 plays into the number 10, 
who turns and plays a pass in 
behind into the upgrade zone 

The wide player 
moves into 
the pocket to 
show to feet 
before switching 
direction 
and running 
in behind to 
receive and 
shoot from the 
edge of the 
penalty box

2

3

1

2

3
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LEE JOHNSON 
DECISION MAKING IN THE FINAL THIRD

COACHING POINTS
What are the key things to look for?
On the blue defending team we want to see the 
central midfielders winning possession and playing 
the ball quickly into a mini goal on the counter. If 
the blue centre backs win possession they should 
find a central midfielder or pass into a mini goal 
directly. We want to see the blue centre backs and 
central midfielders defending crosses and clearing 
the ball. If the goalkeeper secures the ball, they 
should find a team mate to hit the mini goal or hit 
the mini goal with a throw or kick themselves. 

On the attacking team, we want to see quick one-
touch and two-touch passing through the central 
areas and effective combinations between the 
number 9 and the number 10.

It’s important that we see good movement from 
the wide midfielders and the full backs, who should 

make runs on different lines, whether that is into 
pockets, making overlapping runs or underlaps, or 
using one-twos, half space runs, or POMO runs to 
the far post. 

The type of crossing delivery is key, whether that 
is playing the ball across the face of a dropping back 
line, or using a chipped, driven, or cut back cross.

What are the typical mistakes players might 
make and how do I avoid them?
The blue defending team may drop too deep too 
early so encourage the attacking team to play the 
ball into the feet of one of the red number 9s to 
make the defenders press from behind. Also, have 
an offside line and encourage defenders to push up 
to that point, especially when the ball is at the feet 
of the attacking team’s deep-lying number 6. 

The attacking team may take too many risks so 
limit the time or the number of balls or attacks and 
dictate which side they must attack from.

in behind and into the upgrade zone. The wide player, 
who has initially moved into the pocket to show to 
feet, changes direction and makes a run in behind  
into the space to receive and shoots from the edge of 
the penalty area, as shown [2f].

If the blues win the ball at any point during a red 
breakout, the blue back line pushes up to the offside 
line while their team mates counter-attack and try to 

score in one of the mini goals, as shown [2g]. Once 
the counter-attack has played out, we could play a 
second ball into the red number 6 to switch the ball 
out while the defensive team is unbalanced. 

The red attacking team must still counter-press 
immediately on losing possession and resume their 
attack if regaining the ball. We play this for 20 minutes 
before finishing with an 11v11 game.

Once the blue counter-attack 
has played out, the coach plays a 
second ball to the red number 6, 
who launches an attack while the 
defensive team are unbalanced

If the blue 
defending 
team wins the 
ball during 
an attack, 
they must 
try to score 
by counter-
attacking one 
of the two mini 
goals

2

1
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Ross Embleton began his coaching career in 
2000 as youth development manager at Leyton 
Orient. He moved to the academy at Tottenham 
Hotspur in 2009, where he worked as academy 
integration manager, before becoming youth 
team manager at AFC Bournemouth in 2012. 
After a stint spent running regional centres 
of excellence for Norwich City, he returned to 
Spurs to work as senior development coach for 
the Tottenham Hotspur Foundation.

After a couple of seasons spent as first-team 
coach at Swindon Town, he returned to Leyton 
Orient in 2017 to work as assistant manager. He 
subsequently enjoyed several spells as interim 
head coach at Leyton Orient before being 
appointed the club’s manager on a permanent 
basis in January 2020, a role he occupied for 
just over a year.

MANAGER PROFILE 

ROSS EMBLETON 
LMA AMBASSADOR

“Players enjoy this session 
because it creates plenty of 
high intensity moments in and 
around the penalty area, making 
it a highly realistic practice”

SESSION 

CREATING AND 
FINISHING 
CENTRALLY
This session is focused on creating 
opportunities to score and finishing 
under pressure centrally in and around 
the penalty area. It helps players to 
improve their ability to shoot through  
a crowded box and works on their one-
touch finishes and reactions. It also 
rehearses players to create chances  
for their team-mates.

Players enjoy this session because 
it creates plenty of high intensity 
moments in and around the penalty 
area, making it a highly realistic practice 
for those players who find themselves 
in similar scenarios or positions during 
a game.

As the session develops with 
additional targets for the defensive 
players, it increases in intensity to 
ensure that it is competitive for both 
sets of players, as well as being relevant 
to the types of situations they will face 
in their positions.

I would tend to use this session on 
a Tuesday during a clear week, on a 
day when physically I want to work on 
short, sharp explosive movements and 
reactions, often with split groups and 
specific players.  I would use it when I 
felt that we were due to face opponents 
that defend deep.

24
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Chris, the movement here may
need to be edited, please check.

12

14

20

Dead Zone

Outer Zone

Inner Zone

We set up on the final third of the pitch with a goal 
and a goalkeeper positioned as normal. Three small 
target goals are positioned outside the penalty area, 
as shown. We mark out two zones in front of the goal. 
Both zones are the same width as the six-yard box 
but the inner zone is 14 yards deep from the goal line 
and the outer zone is 12 yards deep starting from just 
inside the penalty area. The two zones are separated 
by a dead zone of two yards.

We’re using 12 outfield players split into a red 
attacking team of six and a blue defending team of 
four, plus two yellow target players. The reds and the 
blues go up against each other in a 3v2 in each zone 
and the yellow target players are positioned either 
side of the small target goal. Each round consists of 
three separate attacks. 

Attack 1 is started by the coach outside the penalty 
area who serves a ball into one of the three red 

ATTACKING THROUGH THE MIDDLE

[1a]

ROSS EMBLETON
CREATING AND  
FINISHING CENTRALLY

attackers in the outer zone (the zone furthest from 
the goal). The aim for the reds is to utilise the 3v2 
overload situation to create an opportunity to strike at 
goal from the outer zone, meaning that the shot will 
have to be taken from the edge of the penalty area or 
beyond, as shown [1a].

Attack 2 is started by the same coach who again 
passes to a red attacker in the outer zone. The aim 
this time is for the three red attackers is to find a way 
to play the ball forward to one of their team mates in 
the inner zone (the zone nearest the goal). The three 
red attackers in the inner zone then combine under 
pressure from the two blues to create a goal-scoring 
opportunity, as shown [1b].

Attack 3 is started by the coach to the side of the 
goal, who plays a ball into the inner zone for one of 
the three red attackers to produce a quick one-touch 
finish, as shown [1c]. 

Area:  
Up to full pitch
Equipment:  
Balls, bibs, cones, 3 small 
target goals, 2 full size goals
Number of Players:  
Up to 14 players  
+ 2 goalkeepers

Session time:  
Attacking through the 
middle: 30mins
Finishing practice: 15mins
Combining to attack: 
15mins
Small-sided game: 15mins

Set-up

 
Ball movement 
Player movement
Dribble
Optional movement

KEY 

Attack 1 is 
started by a 
pass from the 
coach to the 
reds in the 
outer zone

The aim for 
the reds is 
to use their 
3v2 overload 
to create an 
opportunity to 
take a shot at 
goal from the 
outer zone

The blue 
defenders 
should try 
to defend 
centrally and 
block any goal 
attempts

1

2

3
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ROSS EMBLETON 
CREATING AND FINISHING CENTRALLY

In all three attacks the blue defenders should try 
to defend centrally and block any goal attempts. If 
the blue defenders win possession of the ball at any 
time, their aim is to find one of the three mini goals as 
quickly as possible. To do so they can also bounce the 

ball off either of the two yellow target players before 
attempting to finish in a mini goal as shown [1d]. If 
necessary, the yellow players can step into the pitch to 
change the angle of attack with their bounce passes.

We would run this for 30 minutes.

Attack 2 is 
started by a 
pass from the 
same coach to 
the reds in the 
outer zone 

The aim is 
for the red 
attackers in 
the outer zone 
to combine 
to create a 
chance to 
pass forward 
into the red 
attackers in 
the inner zone  

The three 
red attackers 
in the inner 
zone must 
then combine 
to create a 
goal scoring 
opportunity

Attack 3 is 
started by a 
pass from the 
coach beside 
the goal to 
the reds in the 
inner zone 

One of the 
three red 
attackers 
should try to 
take a quick 
first-touch 
shot on goal

The blue 
defenders aim 
to block any 
goal attempts

1

2

3

1

2

3

If the blue 
defenders win 
the ball in 
either zone, 
their aim is 
to find one of 
the three mini 
target goals 
as quickly as 
possible

Another option 
for the blues 
if they win 
possession 
is to bounce 
the ball off a 
yellow target 
player before 
attempting 
to finish in 
a mini goal

1

2
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1a

1b

1c

1d

3a

3b

3c

4

2a

2b

2c

2d

Chris, the movement here may
need to be edited, please check.
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Chris, the movement here may
need to be edited, please check.
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FINISHING PRACTICE

[2a]

[2b]

ROSS EMBLETON 
CREATING AND FINISHING CENTRALLY

We set up in the penalty area of the pitch with a goal 
and a goalkeeper positioned as normal and with the 
inner zone from the previous activity still marked out 
with cones. We’re using five outfield players split into 
a team of three red attackers and a team of two blue 
defenders. Each round consists of four separate 
attacks and the aim for the reds is to rehearse 
shooting at goal from central positions. It also gets 
players to think about angled passes and straight 

runs, and about straight passes and angled runs.
Attack 1 sees a red forward play the first ball into 

the red striker, who turns and strikes at goal. The red 
striker can be pressed by the blue defender but only 
after the striker has taken a first touch, as shown [2a].

Attack 2 begins immediately the first ball is dead, 
with another red forward playing a second ball into 
the striker. The striker has dropped to receive and 
turns before shooting at goal, as shown [2b].  

Attack 1 
starts with a 
red forward 
playing the 
first ball into 
the red striker, 
who turns and 
strikes at goal The red striker 

can only be 
pressed by the 
blue defender 
after he has 
first touched 
the ball

Attack 2 begins 
as soon as 
the first ball 
is dead, with 
another red 
forward playing 
a second ball 
into the striker

The red striker 
has dropped 
to receive and 
turns before 
striking at goal 

2

1

1

2
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1a

1b

1c

1d

3a

3b

3c

4

2a

2b

2c

2d

Chris, the movement here may
need to be edited, please check.
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Chris, the movement here may
need to be edited, please check.
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[2c]

[2d]

ROSS EMBLETON 
CREATING AND FINISHING CENTRALLY

Attack 3 begins as soon as the second ball is dead, 
with a third ball being played down the outside 
shoulder of the blue defender and into the path of the 
red striker, who has made a darting diagonal run in 
behind. The red striker should let the ball run across 
him before finishing first-time, as shown [2c].

Attack 4 begins when the fourth and final ball is 
played into the red striker, who has made a run across 
the face of the blue defender with the aim of again 
finishing with a first-time strike at the goal, as shown 
in this example [2d].

We would run this activity for 15 minutes.

“Key aspects that we want to see from the strikers include 
good 1v1 play and quick combination play around the box”

Attack 3 begins 
as soon as the 
second ball is 
dead, with a 
third ball being 
played down 
the outside 
shoulder of the 
blue defender 
into the path 
of the red 
striker 

The red striker 
has made 
a darting 
diagonal run 
in behind to 
receive and 
lets the ball 
run before 
finishing 
first-time

Attack 4 
begins when 
the fourth 
and final ball 
is played into 
the striker 

The striker 
has made a 
run across the 
face of the 
blue defender 
to finish with 
a first-time 
strike at goal

2

1

1

2
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1a

1b

1c

1d
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3b
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Chris, the movement here may
need to be edited, please check.
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COMBINING TO ATTACK

[3a]

[3b]

ROSS EMBLETON 
CREATING AND FINISHING CENTRALLY

We set up in the final third of the pitch with a goal and 
a goalkeeper positioned as normal and with the outer 
zone from the first activity marked with cones. We’re 
using three red attackers and two blue defenders. 

Each round consists of three separate attacks and 
the aim for the reds is to rehearse attacking in 1v1s, 
2v1s and 3v2s. If shooting from the outer zone, they 

have unlimited touches but any shot taken closer to 
the goal must be made first-time.

Attack 1 begins when the coach plays the first ball into 
one of the three red attackers, who are up against the 
two blue defenders in the outer zone. In this example 
the red attacker tries to beat the blue defender in a 1v1 
with the aim of getting a shot off at goal, as shown [3a].

Attack 1 begins 
when the 
coach plays 
the first ball 
into one the 
red attackers 
in the outer 
zone. The aim 
for the reds 
is to rehearse 
attacking in 
1v1s, 2v1s 
and 3v2s

In this 
example the 
red attacker 
beats the blue 
defender in a 
1v1 and gets a 
shot off at goal

Attack 2 begins 
with a second 
ball being 
played into the 
red attackers in 
the outer zone 
by the coach

Here the reds 
use their 3v2 
overload in 
the outer zone 
to find the 
free player 
who can then 
strike at goal

2

1

1

2
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1a

1b

1c

1d

3a

3b

3c
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2a

2b

2c

2d

Chris, the movement here may
need to be edited, please check.
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[3c]

ROSS EMBLETON 
CREATING AND FINISHING CENTRALLY

Attack 2 begins with a second ball being played 
into the red attackers, who look to find ways to 
utilise the 2v1 or 3v2 overloads within the outer zone 
to find the free player who can then strike at goal, as 
shown [3b].

Attack 3 begins with a third ball being served to the 

reds and in this example a pass is played in behind 
the blue defender for a red attacker, who has made a 
diagonal run to receive and finish past the goalkeeper, 
as shown [3c]. As he has made a run into the inner 
zone, his shot must be taken first-time.

We would run this activity for 15 minutes.

“We want to see different types of finishes and players showing 
they can work effectively with their backs to goal”

Attack 3 
begins with 
a third ball 
being played 
into the red 
attackers in 
the outer zone 
by the coach

Here the reds 
combine to 
make space 
the play a pass 
behind the 
blue defender 

A red attacker 
makes a 
diagonal run 
to receive and 
finish. As the 
striker has 
run into the 
inner zone, his 
shot must be 
taken with a 
first touch

1

2

3
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1a

1b

1c
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3a

3b
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2b

2c

2d

Chris, the movement here may
need to be edited, please check.
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SMALL-SIDED GAME

[4]

ROSS EMBLETON 
CREATING AND FINISHING CENTRALLY

We set up on a full pitch divided into three equal 
zones. The pitch is coned off to the width of the 
penalty area to ensure central attacks are created in 
a similar fashion to those worked on in the previous 
activities. We have a goal and a goalkeeper at each 
end and we’re using 14 outfield players split into two 
balanced team of seven. It’s a directional game and 
both teams have two players in each end zone and 
three players each in the centre zone.

Play starts with a pass out from one of the 
goalkeepers into a defender and the aim is to build an 

attack through the thirds. If the ball is passed into the 
next zone, one player from that team can follow the 
pass into the next zone to help create an overload. 
Players can dribble the ball into the next zone and 
stay there while the ball is in that zone, helping to 
create an overload situation, as shown [4]. Players 
can rotate when their team is in possession, dropping 
back from a higher zone into the zone with the ball to 
create an overload but only one extra player can be in 
the overloaded zone at a time.

When play is dead, as a progression we could restart 
play with a ball from the coach to help create the final 
third action.

We would run this game for 15 minutes.

COACHING POINTS
What are the key things to look for?
Key aspects that we want to see from the strikers 
include good 1v1 play and quick combination 
play around the box. We want to see them 
demonstrating sharp reactions and a deadly 
attitude to shooting, particularly when taking the 
opportunity to fire through bodies crowding in and 
around the penalty area. We want to see different 
types of finishes and players showing they can work 
effectively with their backs to goal.

We want to see that defenders remain compact 

and that they are quick to block. We want to 
see them defending the middle of the goal, 
demonstrating quick reactions and making contact 
quickly in the box. In the first activity, when they 
gain possession we want to see them hitting the 
mini goals to score on the counter.

What are the typical mistakes players might 
make and how do I avoid them?
In the first activity, often players do not work the 
overload well enough and are too eager to shoot. 
Players in the zone nearest the goal need to be ready 
to react to balls into their area but be involved in the 
game to help the deeper three build up the play.

Play starts with a pass out from the keeper 
and the aim is to build an attack through 
the thirds. By coning off the flanks it forces 
teams to attack and defend centrally

One player from the possession team can move 
up a zone or drop down a zone to give the team 
an overload. Here a red dribbles into the centre 
zone, giving the reds a 4v3 midfield overload

Here a red midfielder has followed 
the ball into the next zone to give 
the reds a 3v2 overload in the 
attacking end zone

1

2

3
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Anthony Morton is an experienced football 
coach. He was formerly academy manager at 
Rotherham United and technical director of 
Sheffield United girls centre of excellence. 

He has held coaching roles at the academies 
of both Sheffield United and Doncaster Rovers 
and he also served as head of education and 
welfare at the latter. 

He has worked for the Football Association in 
a talent identification role and as a tutor. 

MANAGER PROFILE 

TONY MORTON 
LMA AMBASSADOR

“I like this session because it 
encourages different methods 
of play and allows for different 
formations, different team 
strengths and different 
opposition weaknesses”

SESSION 

ENCOURAGING 
COMBINATION PLAY 
This session is all about finding support 
positions to encourage combination 
play and to change the point of attack. 
In the modern game much is made of 
the ability to build up play from the 
back and playing through midfield so 
angles, distance and movement to 
receive the ball are all vital elements. 
The ability to switch play is also vital as 
a way of beating the block by creating 
opportunities to deliver the ball into 
dangerous areas. These practices are 
designed to encourage all those aspects 
of play and can be adapted to suit a 
coach’s specific needs.

I really like this training session 
because it encourages different 
methods of play and allows for different 
formations, different player/team 
strengths and different opposition 
weaknesses. It also encourages 
movement to receive the ball in 
anticipation of where the next pass is 
to be played and it schools players in 
building play whilst retaining possession.

I would run this session regularly 
because creating a team pattern that 
allows players to make full use of 
their abilities is a constant throughout 
every season. It ensures that players 
are confident with a system of play 
that makes full use of their strengths 
and abilities. However, when preparing 
to face certain opponents it is also 
essential to practise a pattern of play 
based on the weaknesses that have 
been identified in your opposition to 
counter their strengths.

32
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1a (new)

1b (new)

10

10

1010

The aim of this activity is to prepare players to receive 
the ball in response to ball movements and then 
encourage them to move to support the player on the 
ball to combine with the outside players.

We set up a playing area of 20x20 yards split evenly 
into four 10x10-yard boxes. We’re using six players: 
two are on the inside and four are on the outside – 
one on each of the four sides. An outside player starts 
by passing the ball into the receiver (the blue), who is 
the furthest player inside the playing area. The same 
blue inside player is always the receiver of passes 

PRACTICE 1

[1a]

TONY MORTON
ENCOURAGING  
COMBINATION PLAY 

from the outside and always takes up a position 
furthest from the outside player with the ball, while 
the other inside player (the yellow) must always be 
in the box diagonally opposite the blue receiver (it’s 
key that the two inside players always support each 
other diagonally). On receiving the ball, the blue player 
combines with the yellow to then find a new outside 
player with a pass. The outside player who receives 
the ball then passes into the middle again for the blue 
receiving player, who has a made a run into a different 
box to receive, as shown [1a].

Area:  
Up to 60x50 yards
Equipment:  
Ball, bibs, cones,  
2 full size goals
Number of Players:  
Up to 16 players  
+ 2 goalkeepers

Session time:  
Practice 1: 20mins
Practice 2: 40mins
Practice 3: 20mins
Practice 4: 30mins
Practice 5: 20mins

Set-up

 
Ball movement 
Player movement
Dribble
Optional movement

KEY 
An outside player starts 
by passing into the blue 
player inside the playing 
area

The original blue receiving player 
makes a run into a different box to 
receive again before combining with 
the yellow once more

The same blue 
inside player 
is always the 
receiver of 
passes from 
outside. He 
must take up 
a receiving 
position 
furthest from 
the outside 
player with 
the ball

The outside 
player who 
receives the 
ball from the 
yellow then 
passes into the 
middle again

The blue player 
receives and 
must combine 
with the yellow 
player to then 
find a new 
outside player 
with a pass. 
The yellow 
and the blue 
must always 
be in boxes 
diagonally 
opposite each 
other

15

2

4

3
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1a (new)

1b (new)

10

10

1010

“This practice is all about angles and the distance of support in relation to 
movements of the ball so that quick play is possible”

[1b]

TONY MORTON 
ENCOURAGING COMBINATION PLAY 

The ball is played continuously and the activity 
proceeds in the same manner with a new combination 
in the middle always followed by a pass to another 
outside player. The play should always be one-touch 
where possible. 

As a development of the activity, if an outside player 
receives the pass from the middle and passes to 
another outside player before the ball is played back 
into the square, this means that the blue receiver in 

the middle may have to make another run to receive in 
relation to the movement of the ball, as shown [1b]. 

This practice is all about angles and the distance of 
support in relation to movements of the ball so that 
quick play is possible. 

We play this activity for approximately 20 minutes 
but we keep changing the central players so everyone 
gets the opportunity to play in the receiver role and 
the combination player role.

If an outside 
player receives 
the pass from 
the middle 
and passes 
to another 
outside player 
before the 
ball is played 
back into the 
square, this 
means that the 
blue receiver 
may have to 
make another 
run to receive 

Here the 
blue has 
moved to 
the box 
furthest 
away from 
the red 
passer in 
order to 
receive

After combining and 
making a pass to the 
outside, the yellow 
player moves boxes 
to ensure he is 
diagonally opposite 
the blue for the next 
combination pass

1

2

3
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TONY MORTON 
ENCOURAGING COMBINATION PLAY 

PRACTICE 2

[2a]

We set up a 10x10 yard box. We’re starting by using 
at least five outfield players, four of whom start 10 
yards away from the box, with two players at each 
end. The remaining player starts in the centre of the 
box. We run a series of combination drills, that need 
various types of runs and passes to be succesful.

The timing of runs and the quality and timing of 
the pass are very important aspects of this practice. 
When a defender is finally introduced, the angle of 
support and timing of support of both the receiver and 
the passer are both crucial, as is the decision of the 
receiver whether to turn or lay the ball off. When the 
2v2 is introduced in the middle box, an ability to find 
space or to combine is added to the practice. 

Overlapping runs: A player from the top end starts 
by passing into the centre player inside the box 

and then makes an overlapping run to support and 
receive the ball back, before passing to the player 
at the bottom. The same pattern is then repeated 
working in the opposite direction, as shown [2a].

Underlapping runs: A player from the top end 
starts by passing into the centre player inside 
the box and then makes an underlapping run to 
support and receive the ball back, before passing 
to the player at the bottom. The same pattern is 
then repeated working in the opposite direction, as 
shown [2b].

Overlapping and Underlapping runs: We’re now using 
at least nine outfield players, eight of whom start 10 
yards away from the box, with four at each end. The 
remaining player starts in the centre of the box. The 
running players work in pairs. 

1a

1b

2a

2b

2d

2e

2c

10

10

10
10

10

10

1010

A player from the top end passes into 
the centre player in the box and then 
makes an overlapping run to support 

The overlapping 
player receives the 
ball back from the 
central player and 
passes to the player 
at the bottom

The same 
pattern is 
then repeated 
working in 
the opposite 
direction

1

2

3
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[2b]

[2c]

TONY MORTON 
ENCOURAGING COMBINATION PLAY 

A player from the bottom passes into the player 
inside the box and then makes an overlapping run 
to support and receive the ball back, before passing 
across to a player who made an underlapping run after 
the first pass was played. The ball is then passed into 
a player at the top end before being transferred across 
to the other player in the top pair. The same pattern is 
then repeated in the opposite direction, as shown [2c].

Opposed runs 1: We introduce a blue defender in 
the centre of the box. A player from the top starts by 
passing into the player inside the box who is now up 
against the defender. The player who plays the first pass 
makes an overlapping run to support and can receive 
the ball back OR alternatively the receiving attacker 
in the box can turn the defender and play the pass 
into the path of the overlapping player. Either way the 

1a

1b

2a

2b

2d

2e

2c

10

10

10
10

10

10

1010

1a

1b

2a

2b

2d

2e

2c

10

10

10
10

10

10

1010

The other bottom 
player from the 
first pair makes an 
underlapping run to 
support

Players work in pairs. 
A player from the 
bottom passes into 
the player inside the 
box and then makes 
an overlapping run to 
support 

The overlapping 
player receives the 
ball back from the 
central attacker 
before passing 
across to the player 
who made the 
underlapping run

The ball is passed 
into a new pair 
at the top, who 
combine with 
each other before 
the same pattern 
is then repeated 
working in the 
opposite direction

4

21

3

A player from the 
top end passes 
into the centre 
player in the box 
and then makes 
an underlapping 
run to support

The underlapping 
player receives 
the ball back 
from the central 
player and passes 
to the player at 
the bottom

The same pattern 
is then repeated 
working in the 
opposite direction

2

1

3
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[2e]

TONY MORTON 
ENCOURAGING COMBINATION PLAY 

overlapping player receives on the move and passes 
down to the player at the bottom. The same pattern is 
then repeated in the opposite direction, as shown [2d].

Opposed runs 2: We introduce a second defender 
and a second attacker into the centre of the box. A 
player from the top starts by passing into one of the 
attackers inside the box and then makes an overlapping 
run, while a second player makes an underlapping run 

from the top. The two central attackers combine under 
pressure from the defending pair and try to find a pass 
into the path of the player who made the overlapping 
run. The player who made the overlapping run then 
passes across to the player who made an underlapping 
run before a final pass is played into a new pair at 
the opposite end. The same pattern is then repeated 
working in the opposite direction, as shown [2e]. 

1a

1b

2a

2b

2d

2e

2c

10

10

10
10

10

10

1010

1a

1b

2a

2b

2d

2e

2c

10

10

10
10

10

10

1010

A player from 
the top starts by 
passing into the 
player inside the 
box who is now 
marked by a blue 
defender 

The player who 
plays the first 
pass makes an 
overlapping run 
to support and 
can receive the 
ball back from 
the player in 
the box with his 
sfirst touch

Alternatively, the 
receiving attacker 
in the box can turn 
the defender and 
play a pass into 
the path of the 
overlapping player

Whichever way the 
overlapping player 
receives the ball 
back, it is then 
passed to the player 
at the bottom. The 
same pattern is 
then repeated in the 
opposite direction

A player from 
the top starts by 
passing into one 
of the attackers 
inside the box and 
then makes an 
overlapping run 

The two central 
attackers combine 
in the box under 
pressure from the 
blue defenders to 
find a pass into the 
path of the player 
who made the 
overlapping run

A second player 
makes an 
underlapping 
run from the 
top in support

The player 
who made the 
overlapping run 
then passes to the 
player who made 
an underlapping 
run before a final 
pass is played into 
the new pair at the 
opposite end

1

3

4

2

4

1

2

3

[2d]
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PRACTICE 3

[3a]

[3b]

TONY MORTON 
ENCOURAGING COMBINATION PLAY 

This activity shows players how to use combination play 
to maintain possession using outnumbered support 
players whilst encouraging an interchange of positions.

We set up a playing area of 60x50 yards with a 
10x10-yard box marked in each corner. We’re using 10 
outfield players, split into a red passing team of six 
and a blue defending team of four. The reds have two 
players in the centre and one in each corner box. The 
four blues are in the centre of the main area. 

Play starts with a ball passed into the middle from 
a red player in a corner box. The aim is to find one of 
the red middle players who should try to combine with 
the other red middle player if possible, before passing 
out to a team mate in another corner box. The player 
who passes out follows the pass to replace the player 

in the corner box, who now moves into the middle, as 
shown [3a]. If the red middle players cannot combine, 
the ball can be played back to any of the four boxes 
without changing the players in the middle until a 
combination is achieved. 

The ball can also be passed directly from corner 
box to corner box if needed, although the red corner 
players should always try to look for opportunities to 
pass into the red middle players if possible. The two 
red middle players must try to combine quickly before 
finding a free corner player.

If one of the four blue defenders wins the ball, they 
must pass and try to keep possession using their 4v2 
overload in the main area, as shown [3b]. We set them a 
number of passes, say 10, to complete in order to score 
a point. If they complete their target without a problem, 
one or two red corner players could be released into the 
main area to help their team mates retrieve the ball.

Play starts with a 
ball passed into the 
middle from a red 
player in a corner 
box to one of the 
two red players in 
the main area

The four blue 
defenders in the 
main area press 
and try to gain 
possession

The two red middle 
players should 
quickly try to 
combine if possible 
before passing the 
ball out to a team 
mate in one of the 
corner boxes

The player who 
passes out follows 
the pass and 
replaces the player 
in the corner box, 
who now moves 
into the middle

The ball can also 
be passed directly 
from corner box 
to corner box if 
needed, although 
the red corner 
players should try 
to look for a pass 
into the red middle 
players if possible

If one of the four 
blue defenders 
wins the ball, they 
must try to keep 
possession in the 
centre using their 
4v2 overload in the 
main area 

The two reds in 
the middle should 
counter-press 
and try to regain 
possession

4

3

1

2

1

5

2
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PRACTICE 4

[4a]

TONY MORTON 
ENCOURAGING COMBINATION PLAY 

This activity is used to encourage players to pass the 
ball forwards whilst maintaining possession, using 
width and interchange of positions, plus it shows them 
how to receive the ball under pressure. It can also be 
used to encourage counter-attacking if the ball is won 
by the defending team

We set up a playing area of 50x30 yards including 
a five-yard goalkeeper zone at each end. We position 
a full size goal and a goalkeeper at each end. We’re 
using 10 outfield players, split into a red possession 
team of six and blue defending team of four. The reds 
have two players in the main playing area and two 
supporting players on each side of the pitch, while all 
four blues are in the main area.

The aim for the red team is to transfer the ball from 
goalkeeper to goalkeeper to score a point. To do this 
they can use the four supporting red players on the 
outside at any time. When the ball is passed into the 
two middle players, they should quickly combine with 
each other if possible before moving the ball on, as 
shown [4a]. Middle players do not have to combine 
with each other, as a point would still be scored if a 
middle player made a direct pass to the goalkeeper 
without combining in the centre. 

If necessary, the outside players can play a ball 
to the goalkeeper but a point would not be scored 
because points can only be scored if the pass is made 
by a middle player.

“This activity is used to encourage players to pass the ball forwards whilst 
maintaining possession, using width and interchange of positions”

Play starts with a pass out of the 
goalkeeper zone. The aim for the reds 
is to transfer the ball from keeper to 
keeper to score a point

Four of the red players support 
play from the outside, with two 
on each side of the pitch

The four blue 
defenders in the main 
area should press and 
try to win the ball

If the two red 
middle players 
receive the ball 
they should 
try to quickly 
combine with 
each other if 
possible before 
moving it on
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[4b]

[4c]

TONY MORTON 
ENCOURAGING COMBINATION PLAY 

The red players on the outside of the area can step 
in and join the play in the main area at any time by 
making underlapping or overlapping runs to support 
the play. However, when they step into the main area 
they must be replaced on the outside by a red player 
from the middle, as shown [4b].

If one of the four blue defenders manages to intercept 
a pass or win possession of the ball, they should try 
to score past a goalkeeper at either end as quickly as 
possible. However, the blue players can only shoot from 
the main area – they are not allowed to score from inside 
the goalkeeper zone, as shown [4c].

When the outside players step 
into the main area they must 
immediately be replaced on 
the outside by a red player 
from the middle

The reds on the outside can 
join the play in the main area 
by making underlapping or 
overlapping runs. Here one 
makes a run to score

If one of the four blue defenders wins 
possession of the ball, they should try 
to build at attack on a goal at either 
end as quickly as possible 

The blue 
players can 
only shoot 
from the main 
area – they are 
not allowed 
to score from 
inside the 
goalkeeper 
zone

If the two reds in the middle lose 
possession, they should counter 
press and try to regain the ball

2
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PRACTICE 5

[5a]

[5b]

TONY MORTON 
ENCOURAGING COMBINATION PLAY 

This practice is all about switching play to change 
the point of attack. We set up a playing area of 50x40 
yards, including a five-yard goalkeeper zone at each end 
containing a goal and a goalkeeper. The central zone is 10 
yards deep, with 15-yard end zones on either side of it. 

We’re using 16 outfield players, split into a red 
possession team of 10 and blue defending team of four. 

Depending on the system of play preferred, coaches 
can use either three or four red possession players in 
each of the end zones pressured by one or two blue 
defenders. It’s 3v3 in the central zone.

Play starts with a pass out from a goalkeeper 
who has the option to play to any of the reds. The 
reds must build up play with or without using the 
goalkeeper again and their aim is to keep possession 
while working the ball from one end zone to the other 
and back again. To do this the players are encouraged 
to switch the play to change the point of the attack. 

The point of attack can be changed by switching the 
ball directly from one end zone to the other, or by using 
one of the three hard working red midfield players in 
the central zone, who can lay the ball off for a red team 
mate in the end zone to switch the play, as shown [5a].

The blue defenders press and if they win the ball, 
they can combine to score in either goal, as shown [5b].

Play starts with a 
pass out from a 
goalkeeper to any 
of the reds. The 
aim for the reds 
is to build up play 
and work the ball 
from one end zone 
to the other and 
back again

The reds are 
encouraged to 
change the point 
of attack. They 
can do this by 
switching the ball 
directly from one 
end zone to the 
other, as here

The reds can also change the point of attack by 
using one of the three reds in the central zone, who 
can lay the ball off for a red team mate in the end 
zone to switch the play, as shown here

The blue 
defenders 
press and if 
they win the 
ball, they 
can combine 
to score in 
either goal

1

1

2

3
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We had been 2-0 up inside 20 minutes and cruising! 
The team had been popping the ball around nicely, 
making penetrating runs, playing front foot, with 
confidence. It was all going to plan. The gaffer had 
spent a good week preparing the team – repeating and 
repeating the patterns that he felt were best served 
against this specific opposition. And that repetition – 
that mental retrieval and constant rehearsal looked to 
be paying off after such a strong, quick start.

And then the shift happened…
That inevitable shift of momentum. Front foot 

quickly became back foot. Freedom dissipated, fear 
rose. Positive intent became inhibition. Playing to 
score became anxious about conceding. All of a 
sudden momentum against. All of a sudden backs 
against the wall.

The opposition started to do to us what we had been 
doing to them. They found the mini gaps that emerged 

before they quickly dissolved. They moved the ball with 
speed without fear of losing it. Their vision sharp and 
three-sixty… their movement snappy and decisive.

MOMENTUM FOR AND AGAINST
As I watched, it got me thinking – momentum is a 
funny thing…

In sport we crave having momentum, but both 
directions need control. When your team has 
momentum-for, staying in control is like riding a bike 
downhill – exhilarating, a little scary at times, but 
still the need for steering and brakes. Still the need 
for due care and attention. And, the thing is, downhill 
isn’t permanent… downhill always comes to an end! So 
there’s always this nagging feeling that you have to get 
the most when momentum is with you. There’s that bit 
of pressure to get what you feel you deserve, and this 
can result in a little impatience and a little tension.

MOMENTUM AND THE BODY
SPORT PSYCHOLOGIST DAN ABRAHAMS EXPLAINS HOW MOMENTUM AND BODY LANGUAGE 
CAN BE HARNESSED TO AID PERFORMANCE

SPORT PSYCHOLOGY
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In contrast, momentum-against is cut from a 
different cloth. It’s like riding a bike uphill. It’s 
exhausting, and energy sapping, and requires 
sustained attention to keep pedalling with the same 
intensity. And so when the team I was working with 
were 2-0 up and a shift of momentum occurred, 
I braced. Could they pedal hard enough to retain a 
sense of control out-of-possession? Could they keep 
pedalling hard enough until they reached the top of 
the hill and then enjoy a period back down the hill?

The answer was no. A goal – they were 2-1 down 
and now that hill became steeper. Ascendance 
became tougher. Cortisol (in simple terms, your stress 
hormone) flowing through the heart of the team 
caused many of the players to experience tunnel-
vision – to lose the three-sixty degree awareness, to 
miss the clues, cues, and triggers that emerged and 
dissolved as the rest of the half unfolded. It caused 
them to play tight and tense – all traces of the 
passing pattern that had been lodged in long-term 
memory now forgotten. Players slower to anticipate, 
and exhibiting a sense of panic when faced with 
simple-to-make decisions.

Wave after wave of attack from the opposition. 
Relentless! And then finally, a goal! On the stroke of half-
time it was 2-2. And so the players trudged off for half-
time (the opposition bounced off - testosterone injected 
into their bloodstream and dopamine filling every pore).

Half-time in the dressing room – complete dejection. 
And that’s where, to this day, quite a few years later, 
I regret not saying it. I should have said it… I really 
should have said it…

“Gaffer. Don’t let them sit down. Not yet. Keep them 
standing. Let them take their drinks standing. Address 
them while they stand. Don’t let them contract their 
bodies further. Keep them up while you lift them up 
with your words, with your tactics, with your positivity. 
Keep them standing up to keep their energy up gaffer 
– we can do this.”

But I didn’t (I had never really been invited to make 
comment during the game, which is understandable). 
And they sat. And they contracted – they slumped. 
And the negative cycle wasn’t broken.

You see, my passion for all things sport and for 
performance psychology has led me to understand 
something extraordinarily simple, yet often ignored. 
The body is a weapon. Sure, it’s cliché to say that body 
language matters, but at the granular level it really, 
really does. Hear me – the body is a weapon, and 
coaches need to help players understand this and use 
it as a tool for high performance, and the maintenance 
of high performance under pressure.

Posture, actions, gestures, breathing… from head 
to toes… and back again from toes to head… players 
can use their body as a weapon to influence how they 
feel at any given moment. And perhaps the critical 
word here is ‘feeling’. A game of football is heavily 
influenced by feeling – how a player is feeling at 
any given time. Feeling is accompanied by cognition 
– “I feel confident” positively influences the game 
intelligence tripartite of awareness, anticipation, 
and decision-making. Conversely, “I feel lethargic” 
damages these all important cognitions. 

With momentum-for comes empowering feelings of 
belief, focus, and commitment. With momentum-against 
come stressful feelings of anxiety, doubt, and worry.

THE BODY IS A WEAPON
And so we arrive at this simple performance equation: 
players would do well to use their body language as 
a weapon to maintain helpful and positive feelings, 
that in turn help them retain a sense of control during 
momentum-for and momentum-against moments. This 
sense of control gives them a better chance to execute 

SPORT PSYCHOLOGY

“When your team has momentum-
for, staying in control is like riding 
a bike downhill”
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SPORT PSYCHOLOGY

“Quote”

the game model they’ve been preparing as a team, as 
well as their individual tactical responsibilities. 

Body language ‘as a weapon’ starts in the build-
up to a game. It starts in your day-to-day training 
activities by encouraging players to consider using 
their body to nurture how they feel. Simple cues and 
triggers work nicely:

– “Show me sharp, be relentlessly sharp.”
– “Let’s see positive gestures no matter what.”
–  “I want to see your version of 

positive body language here.”
– “Stay big at all times, stay up  

and stay ready.”
You see, it’s all too easy to dismiss 

such basic verbal persuasions and to 
pass them off as ‘obvious’. And yet, 
how many players the world over make 
individual errors as a consequence of 
switching off? How many players the 
world over fail on executing specific 
individual responsibilities as a result of 
being engulfed in unhelpful emotions 
or failing to engage in self-control? 

The plain truth is that, if you glance through those 
four random cues and triggers, they are useful 
descriptions of how you’d like your players to play  
and how you’d like your players to express themselves 
– the style in which you’d like your players to execute 
every action, every motion, and every movement.

If you agree with me, all you have to do is introduce 
the language of the body, posture, gesture, intent, 

action and movement alongside the language of 
principles, game models and tactics. Fuse them 
together. Help players remember them by getting 
them to rehearse them on the training ground as they 
practise small-sided games, keep-balls and patterns 
of play. Have your players hold high. Insist on gestures 
that help. Have them take action. Never let them 
contract! Do all of this while coaching them game 
models and tactics. Integration is key!

And then make body language a big 
deal come game-day:

“When momentum is with us and 
we’re controlling the game I want 
to see the same positive actions, 
movements, and gestures that we 
worked on in training. And this is 
especially important when momentum 
is against. 

“To help us continue to feel 
we’re controlling the game out-of-
possession we need to retain a sense 
of control, a sense of focus, and a 

sense of confidence. Meeting momentum-against with 
great body language will help us do this”

If your players can walk off the pitch after 90 
gruelling minutes and everyone can agree that no one 
contracted, no one withdrew, and everyone played 
with body language that was full of positive intent 
and the correct levels of intensity, then you’re getting 
closer to being a team accomplished at managing 
momentum-for and dealing with momentum-against.

“Body language ‘as 
a weapon’ starts 
in the build-up to 
a game. It starts 

in your day-to-day 
training activities”
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Throughout his coaching career, Andy Preece has 
achieved incredible feats with minimal resources, 
including, as assistant manager, helping to take non-
league Chorley to the fourth round of the FA Cup. But 
it all started in the third tier of the English football 
pyramid as player-manager at Second Division Bury.

“Bury was my first job and I think what happened in 
those four years really set me up for the rest of my 
coaching and management career.” 

Many new managers feel thrown in at the deep end 
and, despite their best efforts, they are ill prepared. 
For Preece, that included “shaking buckets in 
supermarkets, selling players, and doing anything just 
to keep the club afloat.” 

Preece had only just started working on his 
B-licence when Bury went into administration and 
says the challenges he faced in that period were so 
tough and so broad that it left him feeling that he 
could face anything his career might throw at him.

“A lot is asked of you in a situation like that,” he 
says. “You’re dealing with players and staff who 
aren’t getting paid and who are worried about their 
families, disgruntled fans, constant personnel 
changes, with different people coming in and out of 
the club, and all the while you still have to try to get 
good results on the pitch.” 

Preece had to stand up and be the leader, which isn’t 
easy when you’re 33 years old with little experience. 
What’s more, Preece was player-manager so faced 
intense pressure to perform both on and off the pitch. 

“For 12 months or so I didn’t have an assistant, so I 
was handling pretty much everything on my own,” he 
says. “It was incredibly tough, but it does mean that any 
challenge now seems achievable and I genuinely believe 
that if I hadn’t been through that experience at the start 
I wouldn’t be the manager or person I am today.” 

Incredibly, in his last season with Bury, and despite 
having one of the lowest budgets in the league, Preece 
succeeded in taking them to the League Two play-offs. 
Given the huge disadvantages that he had to overcome, 
his achievement should have opened doors. Frustratingly 
for Preece, it somehow passed under the radar.

Undeterred, he took up a player-manager post at 
Conference North side Worcester City, taking them 
from the bottom four to achieve three consecutive 
top 10 finishes and reaching the second round of the 

AGAINST ALL ODDS

FA Cup. He achieved the same feat in the FA Cup with 
Northwich Victoria, bringing in vital revenue for both 
clubs, before moving to Welsh Premier League factory 
team Airbus UK. There, in his first two seasons in 
charge, Preece led a team that had never finished in 
the top half of the league to second in the table and 
qualification for three successive Europa Leagues.

BRAVE NEW WORLD
Preece also gained valuable experience working abroad, 
helping to develop players in Vietnam. He had worked 
previously with the academies at Fleetwood and 
Blackpool and had visited the set up at Wolves to see 
how it operated day to day, but coaching overseas was an 
altogether different prospect and a challenge he relished. 

Even as his flight was about to take off he had his 
reservations, he recalls. “It was no small thing to leave 

CHORLEY ASSISTANT MANAGER ANDY PREECE TALKS THROUGH THE HIGHLIGHTS OF HIS LONG 
CAREER IN MANAGEMENT AND DISCUSSES THE BENEFITS OF MENTORING OTHER COACHES

INTERVIEW ANDY PREECE

“It was incredibly tough, but it 
does mean that any challenge 
now seems achievable”
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quickly for a role I didn’t know that much about, to 
go to work in a different culture and language, and to 
be away from my family for a year.” He has no regrets, 
however, grateful for what proved to be an incredible 
life experience and an opportunity to grow further as 
a manager. 

“I’m really proud of what we put together, and it was 
important for me personally at the time, because it 
reinvigorated me and I returned to the UK with fresh 
self-belief and positivity.”

When the role of assistant manager at Chorley 
came along, Preece was initially reluctant, as he was 
used to being the decision maker. However, it was 
manager Jamie Vermiglio’s first role and, having played 
under Preece at Northwich, he was keen to have his 
support. “The fact that I’d previously been Jamie’s 
manager could have made it a difficult relationship, 
but it wasn’t. We had always stayed in touch and had 
a good connection, and we have huge respect for each 
other professionally,” says Preece. “A headteacher 
by trade, and an incredible manager, Jamie comes at 
leadership from a different angle so we’re learning 
a lot from one another.”

The duo have certainly had 
an incredible start – winning 
promotion in their first season, 
then reaching the fourth 
round of the FA Cup, knocking 
out Wigan, Peterborough and 
Derby in the process. “We were 
pinching ourselves, because 
while some non-league teams 
get that far, it isn’t usually 
by beating the calibre of 
opposition that we did.”

Unsurprisingly, he’s glad 
he took the role. “It would 
have been easy not to, to be pig-headed and say, I’m 
not going from manager to assistant, but it’s been 
incredibly rewarding and I’m proud of what we’ve 
achieved here,” he says. 

“My role has gone from coming in twice a week for 
a few hours to being full-time director of football, 
setting up a massive education programme and 
overseeing the academy. There are some great people 
around me who I can learn a lot from, and we’re 
starting to see all the hard work pay off, with eight 
players coming through into our first-team squad.”

Preece believes the key is understanding your 
players and finding a way of playing that really plays 
to their strengths. “Over the years I’ve found ways to 
win games using different styles of play, each time 
getting the best out of the players I had and ensuring 
they understood their roles and responsibilities,” he 
says. “Ultimately, you have to find a way to win games 
quickly and for that you have to be adaptable. I doubt 
I would have survived as long as I have in the game 
without that adaptability.”

ANDY PREECE 
INTERVIEW

The fact that Preece has held such a variety 
of positions is also another string to his bow, 
demonstrating his adaptability. As well as having been 
player-manager, head of academy and now assistant 
manager, he has scouted and done media work.

“That means I have a thorough all-round 
understanding of the workings of a football club, 
from top to bottom,” he says. “I’ve seen the game 
from different perspectives and so now at Chorley  
I know what people need from one another and what 
they’re going through because I’ve been there. That’s 
a real advantage.”

UPS, DOWNS AND UPS
It’s fair to say that Preece’s career trajectory has 
been far from smooth, with financial difficulties 
and administrations at Bury and Northwich Victoria 
resulting in relegations beyond his control. Yet he has 
embraced the challenges and, despite the hurdles, 
has overachieved in every role. 

Aware of the many great managers out there and 
the scarcity of good opportunities available, he has 

always looked for ways to push 
himself out of his comfort zone 
and to improve, completing 
his A-licence, Pro-licence, 
the LMA Diploma in Football 
Management, the PFA’s On the 
Board programme, and now the 
LMA Mentors course. 

“I’ve been mentoring, 
informally, in my current 
role as assistant manager of 
Chorley – I think many of us do 
so throughout our lives, often 
without realising it – but the 
mentoring course has helped 

me to formalise it and give it more structure,” says 
Preece. “I now have a much better understanding 
of what a mentee might need from me and how to 
provide that. Mentoring isn’t about giving the other 
person advice or solutions, it’s about helping them 
find them, and there’s a real skill to that.”

He admits he didn’t anticipate how personally 
fulfilling he would find the course, which has seen 
him dedicate more time and energy to supporting 
his mentee. “It’s incredible to see the person you’re 
mentoring go on to achieve new things, but also 
it reaffirms how valuable your experience is. That 
boosts your confidence,” says Preece, who adds that 
there are many managers and coaches out there 
who, like him, haven’t yet had the chance to fulfil 
their potential. 

“Sharing the experiences and challenges I’ve had has 
been fantastic, because I know that sometimes you 
need someone else to help you realise your strengths 
and the real value in what you’ve done. A little push 
and a little guidance can make all the difference.” 

“It’s incredible to see the 
person you’re mentoring 

go on to achieve new 
things, but also it 

reaffirms how valuable 
your experience is”
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